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		Problem solving with JavaScript is a lot trickier now that its use has expanded considerably in size, scope, and complexity. This cookbook has your back, with recipes for common tasks across the JavaScript world, whether you’re working in the browser, the server, or a mobile environment. Each recipe includes reusable code and practical advice for tackling JavaScript objects, Node, Ajax, JSON, data persistence, graphical and media applications, complex frameworks, modular JavaScript, APIs, and many related technologies.

	
		Aimed at people who have some experience with JavaScript, the first part covers traditional uses of JavaScript, along with new ideas and improved functionality. The second part dives into the server, mobile development, and a plethora of leading-edge tools. You’ll save time—and learn more about JavaScript in the process.

	
		Topics include:

	
		Classic JavaScript:

		
			Arrays, functions, and the JavaScript Object
	
			Accessing the user interface
	
			Testing and accessibility
	
			Creating and using JavaScript libraries
	
			Client-server communication with Ajax
	
			Rich, interactive web effects


	
		JavaScript, All Blown Up:

		
			New ECMAScript standard objects
	
			Using Node on the server
	
			Modularizing and managing JavaScript
	
			Complex JavaScript frameworks
	
			Advanced client-server communications
	
			Visualizations and client-server graphics
	
			Mobile application development
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Excel Programming: Your visual blueprint for creating interactive spreadsheetsVisual, 2010

	A great guide to Excel programming that is perfect for visual learners and takes you beyond Excel basics!


	This book is the perfect reference for Excel users who want to delve deeper into the application to create powerful and dynamic programs. From creating macros to customizing dialog boxes, this step-by-step guide helps...
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Official Butterfly.net Game Developer's Guide (Wordware Game Developer's Library)Wordware Publishing, 2004
This book details how the unique Butterfly Grid can be implemented in existing and new game projects to minimize the complexity of network programming, allowing the game developer to concentrate on game design and programming.

MMORPGs usually support at least 2,000 players per server. Each player in the game has some form, such as a...
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Manufacturing Competency and Strategic Success in the Automobile IndustryCRC Press, 2019

	
		Strategic success of industry depends upon manufacturing competencies (i.e., the competitive advantage to ensure better quality and reliability), which will increase sales and create a sound customer base. Competitive priorities are the operating advantages that are assessed, evaluated, and measured within the parameters of cost,...
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Production Grids in Asia: Applications, Developments and Global TiesSpringer, 2009
Production Grids in Asia: Applications, Developments and Global Ties, an edited volume, is based on ISGC (International Symposium on Grid Computing), one of the most prestigious annual events in Asia. It brings together scientists and engineers worldwide to exchange ideas, present challenges/solutions, and introduce future...
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Digital Signal Processing for Medical Imaging Using MatlabSpringer, 2012

	This book describes medical imaging systems, such as X-ray, Computed tomography, MRI, etc. from the point of view of digital signal processing. Readers will see techniques applied to medical imaging such as Radon transformation, image reconstruction, image rendering, image enhancement and restoration, and more.


	This book also...
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Reasonably Simple Economics: Why the World Works the Way It DoesApress, 2013

	The goal of Reasonably Simple Economics is, not surprisingly, simple: to help us think like economists. When we do, so much of the world that seemed mysterious or baffling  becomes more clear and understandable—improving our lives and providing new tools to succeed in business and career.


	In a chatty style,...
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